
Before you get into the fancy stuff of creating the visuals of your site, I want you to do a little research to get inspired on 
how to structure the site.  This will a lot better than arbitrarily designing the flow of your site.

Think of 3 leaders in your industry, who share a similar primary objective for the purpose of their site, as you want for 
your site.You can do one outside of your industry, but they all must share the same primary objective!  What is a 
primary objective?  It’s the MAIN goal of your site. Maybe you want to grow your email list, sell info products, be seen 
as an expert, get paid to blog through advertising. Find the 3 that thrill you and have a similar business model or are 
leaders in your industry that have what you want.

Get a pad of paper and a pen

Draw a diagram of their site. One piece of paper per page of their site — What pages are in navigation? How is the 
front of their site set up? What is the first action you are compelled to do? — What is the primary objective of their site?  
Sell you something?  Sign up for mailing list? Read their blog?
Here’s an example — do one of these for each page (Click to Enlarge) wireframe

Where are their various opt-ins? Are they all the same? If they are different where do they take you to?

What language are they using … Don’t copy the exact copy from the site, but look at the format and reference it on the 
diagram “Learn to Blank” — Benefit, benefit, benefit — What terms are they using? Free Training? Free tips?

Once you opt in, what happens? Make note of the page it takes you to… is there an instant access with a video? What 
do they say in the video? If it’s a thank you page, what does it say? What is your next action? If you confirm the opt-in, 
then where does it take you? (You’ll be surprised at how some of the biggest gurus do this well and some 
not-so-well..learn from both about what is a pleasurable experience and one that feels sort of blah….)

Click on every part of every page to see where it leads and create a diagram… What goes to GoToMeeting or Webinar 
jam sign ups or lead pages with custom domains? How is their bio set up? What kinds of testimonials do they have? 
Add this to the diagram Create a different diagram for each page.

 Note their email marketing, and blog entries, what kinds of things are they writing about and how are they introducing 
things in email marketing? How are these pages set up? Note the language of how they are selling to you on helping 
you create a dream situation or solving problems. Again where do their opt-ins or call to action items appear?

 Attend a webinar — How do they show credibility in the beginning of the presentation? How do they interject a little 
preview of the product they want you to buy? How are they creating a sense of urgency? Look at the times on the 
webinar as this happens.

 Start to map out which technologies they are using and what happens and when. Are they using webinar jam or 
GoToWEbinar or something else? Are their webinars pre-recorded? How are they delivering freebies? PDF? Video? 
White Paper? Is it emailed with a download or taken to a special page on their site? Add this to the diagram.

Now analyze the best and worst parts of each, and create your own plan for a website sales funnel based on what you 
learned from the best!!! Let me know how it goes, and remember you aren’t stealing or duplicating someone’s site but 
you are getting clear on how things are connected, where opt-ins make appearances and how they get you through 
their sales funnel. Remember inspiration from many is research, inspiration from 1 is plagiarism!!!

Take a photo of this sketch with your phone, or scan it in, and post it to the You Can Brand facebook group, a commu-
nity of likeminded entrepreneurs trying to launch their brand.  Join Community Here

>>>Click for more information<<<
Step-by-Step Program to Launch a Website You Love!

LAUNCH YOUR SPACE!
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Take  Action

If   you   like  this  exercise,  check   out the  full  program

YOuCanbrand.com   Presents....
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